New Guidelines Govern Reopenings

By Kevin Smith

Some California hair salons and barbers, stylists and cosmetologists can resume indoor operations on Monday, Governor Gavin Newsom announced Friday. The governor said he released plans to give local health officials the power to determine when businesses can reopen.

\[ \text{Economy: State issue color-coded tier system aimed at clarity, faces pushback} \]

Back to work: Some barbers, stylists can resume indoor operations on Monday

By Kevin Smith

Some California hair salons and barbershops can resume indoor operations Monday under a new four-tier system unveiled Friday by Gov. Gavin Newsom. The system, which the governor described as “stringent and slow,” replaces the state’s current COVID-19 watchlist. Hair salons and barbershops will be included in the guidelines.

\[ \text{Moratorium: New bill extends eviction protections through January, but tenants, landlords say deal falls short} \]

By Jeff Collins

Gov. Gavin Newsom plans to unveil Friday a new eviction moratorium that would protect tenants with COVID-19-related financial hardships from getting thrown out of their homes through January for not paying rent.

Amazon grocery offers a peek

Online retail giant’s cashierless market will open within weeks

By Kevin Smith

Amazon previewed its long-awaited grocery store concept Thursday, opening two test sites to give a sneak peek into how it plans to open the market to the public in the coming weeks.

California grocery stores have been closed since the coronavirus pandemic began and allowed for curbside pickup and delivery services in some stores. Amazon Fresh started in 2013 as an online grocery delivery service, but the company’s plans have been delayed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

\[ \text{Obliteration: Chadwick Boseman, star of ‘Black Panther’ and 42, dies of cancer at age 43. AT1} \]

By The Associated Press

Actor Chadwick Boseman, who played Black Panther and Jackie Robinson in movies, has died of cancer, his family said.

\[ \text{Coronavirus: Louisiana on Friday. Eight people died in the aftermath in Louisiana and Texas as the storm hit, more bodies emerged in the aftermath in Louisiana and Texas as the storm hit, more bodies emerged} \]

The Louisiana state health department said 14 people died in the state. The New Orleans Times-Picayune reported that the deaths of two people were due to flooding, and that two of the deaths were due to drowning in a boat.

\[ \text{Gulf Coast: Residents face long recovery after hurricane: 14 dead in U.S.} \]

By Melinda Deslatte and Ricardo A. Leiva

The Louisiana coastline devastated by Hurrican Katrina and Ike’s deadly storm surge has been abbreviating the recovery process for hundreds of thousands of people without water and power since the disaster.

\[ \text{Moratorium: New bill extends eviction protections through January, but tenants, landlords say deal falls short} \]

By Jeff Collins

Gov. Gavin Newsom says the eviction deal will help small landlords and millions at risk of being thrown out of their homes through January for not paying rent.

\[ \text{Back to work: Some barbers, stylists can resume indoor operations on Monday} \]

By Kevin Smith

Some California hair salons and barbershops can resume indoor operations Monday under a new four-tier system unveiled Friday by Gov. Gavin Newsom. The governor said he released plans to give local health officials the power to determine when businesses can reopen.
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Amazon previewed its long-awaited grocery store concept Thursday, opening two test sites to give a sneak peek into how it plans to open the market to the public in the coming weeks.

\[ \text{Coronavirus: Louisiana on Friday. Eight people died in the aftermath in Louisiana and Texas as the storm hit, more bodies emerged in the aftermath in Louisiana and Texas as the storm hit, more bodies emerged} \]

The Louisiana state health department said 14 people died in the state. The New Orleans Times-Picayune reported that the deaths of two people were due to flooding, and that two of the deaths were due to drowning in a boat.

\[ \text{Gulf Coast: Residents face long recovery after hurricane: 14 dead in U.S.} \]

By Melinda Deslatte and Ricardo A. Leiva

The Louisiana coastline devastated by Hurrican Katrina and Ike’s deadly storm surge has been abbreviating the recovery process for hundreds of thousands of people without water and power since the disaster.